IF IT MATTERS TO YOU
WE WILL BE THERE
INTRODUCTION
Take5 is an audio-visual production agency domiciled in Ugandan capital Kampala, Uganda.
The company was set up to meet the growing demand for professional production services.
Our core business is premised on content production for international channels, program development for national
broadcast, Sports production, documentaries and production of cooperate video.
We also do consultancies and trainings in media skills for both media houses and cooperate communications teams.
Our expertise is drawn from vast experience backed prior professional training in broadcast industry.
Take5 was co-founded by Ugandan journalists Justin Dralaze and Joshua Mmali, who set out to put quality first.
Justin who was trained in the Netherlands, has immense experience in news and feature production, having worked with
Thomson Reuters covering Africa for years. Joshua Mmali, now a News Producer at the United Nations Headquarters in
New York, was the bureau manager/correspondent for the BBC World Service for six years.
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Take5 production has incorporated experienced journalists with vast experience in News and Features Production.
Team have assembled versatile team of Video journalists who have all undergone rigorous training and are able to
produce cutting edge products to the satisfaction of our clients.

MISSION:
To become number one content provider from Africa

PERFORMANCE:
Take5 productions main focus has been
production of independent news and
analysis about events of regional and
international importance
Our editorial policy is set to meet
international standard as requirement by
Media Houses we serve on demand.

widening the scope of sports events we
will be broadcasting.
We have produced documentaries for
World Bank, UNICEF and trained
producers and Cameramen in Gotel
communications, which is setting up a pan
African TV channel in Abuja Nigeria.

In sports we did our ground breaking live
basketball broadcast to Zuku sports
channel in May 2014 and that front will
only keep growing and we will keep

CLIENT CHARTER
On first contact with our client, establish need and service requirements after ascertaining
their expectations in relations to our capacity, we work with client to set out objectives and
adequate work plans to ensure success beyond client expectations.
Develop effective and efficient communications with client to ensure appreciation of the
value of our services and fostering of long-term mutual relations.
Ensure constant feedback from the client on our performance.

ARCHIVES
Our archives contain a rich
collection of historical events
as well as valuable visuals of
recent developments that keep
shaping the great lakes region.

EQUIPMENT
We have kept pace with the rapidly
changing production technologies to
meet not just the minimum expectations
of our clients but to serve products that
will stand the taste of time.
Right now all our productions are HD
(High definition) and we are exploring
UHD (Ultra high Definition) again to meet
market requirements.
Our postproduction is done on final cut
pro and Adobe Premier all of which are
market leaders among postproduction
platforms.

OUR SERVICES
We do live streaming from strategic
positions around Kampala, this is
mainly key events plus live shot
position for international
correspondents

